Automatic magnetic resonance tissue characterization for three-dimensional magnetic resonance imaging of the brain.
Computer-assisted diagnostic systems enhance the information available from magnetic resonance imaging. Segmentations are the basis on which three-dimensional volume renderings are made. The application of a raw data-based, operator-independent (automatic), magnetic resonance segmentation technique for tissue differentiation is demonstrated. Segmentation images of vasogenic edema with gross and histopathological correlation are presented for demonstration of the technique. A pixel was classified into a tissue class based on a feature vector using unsupervised fuzzy clustering techniques as the pattern recognition method. Correlation of fuzzy segmentations and gross and histopathology were successfully performed. Based on the results of neuropathological correlation, the application of fuzzy magnetic resonance image segmentation to a patient with a brain tumor and extensive edema represents a viable technique for automatically displaying clinically important tissue differentiation. With this pattern recognition technique, it is possible to generate automatic segmentation images that display diagnostically relevant neuroanatomical and neuropathological tissue contrast information from raw magnetic resonance data for use in three-dimensional volume reconstructions.